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The white-tailed deer is the most common of all North 

America’s large mammals and an important food source 
 

As we move forward with analyses, we are 
pleased to announce 2 new additions to our 

WHI Partner Roster:  
 

Nevada Department of Wildlife  
and 

Backcountry Hunters & Anglers 
 
. 

 

 

North American white-

tailed deer Harvest 

White-tailed Deer Harvest in the US 

Of the 160 species of wildlife harvested 

annually in the United States, none is 

more popular among recreational 

hunters, or more economically 

significant, than the iconic white-tailed 

deer.  
 

The annual total harvest of white-tailed 

deer is estimated at over 10,000,000 per 

year, with 42 out of 50 jurisdictions 

reporting white-tailed deer harvest. The 

total harvest summed across all 42 

jurisdictions generates over 815,710,370 

lbs of consumable venison, enough 

venison to distribute 2.2 pounds or more 

 

than 8 typical servings, per capita in the 

US, and still have plenty to spare. Among 

all US jurisdictions, Texas typically 

reports the greatest annual harvest 

numbers. Its largest harvest on record 

occurred in 2016-2017, with 720,645 

animals taken. This harvest yielded a 

minimum of 39,559,880 consumable 

pounds of venison, enough  to make more 

than 5 quarter pound venison burgers for 

every Texan. 
 

White-tailed Deer Harvest in Canada 

In Canada white-tailed deer are harvested 

in 8 provinces including Alberta, British 

Columbia, Manitoba, New Brunswick, 

Nova Scotia, Ontario, Quebec, and 

Saskatchewan. Canadian jurisdictions 

 

 

exhibit significantly lower yields than 

their US neighbors and the total national 

harvest is estimated at approximately 

420,000 deer per year, comparatively 

about 4.2% of the US harvest. 
 

Figure 1: Wild Harvest Initiative® 

Database Harvest Density Map for white-tailed 

deer (Odocoileus virginianus) in the United States 

and Canada. 
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Wild harvested venison = healthy food 

Wild harvested venison is a very 

nutritious source of protein. Truly 

organic food, it has not been treated with 

antibiotics or steroids to increase its 

market yield and is not packaged with 

preservatives or chemicals to maintain 

freshness and flavor. It has less total and 

saturated fat than many common animal 

protein choices such as beef or pork. A 

standard 3 ounce serving of venison 

contains 23 grams of protein and only 2.4 

total grams of fat. A single serving of 

venison also contains 25% of one’s daily 

recommended dietary allowance (DRA) 

of riboflavin, 14% of the DRA of 

thiamine, and 20% of the DRA of Iron.  
 

A conservation success 

story 

Natural History  

Exceedingly adaptable with a high biotic 

potential, white-tailed deer are widely 

distributed in North America and have 

proven important to human beings for 

food, clothing, and tools for at least 

10,000 years.  Whitetail remains are  

 

White-tailed Deer: Species Profile 
 

• Odocoileus virginianus 
 

• Smallest member of the North American Deer 

Family 
 

• Most popular big game animal in the US 
 

• Range extends as far south as Bolivia 
 

• Highest population across the US or Canada is in 

Texas, estimated at over 4 million animals 
 

• Average weight is 100 pounds for an adult male 
 

• 1 deer ~ 200 servings of venison 
 

• Diet generally consists of vegetation during the 

summer months and conifers during the winter  
 

• Have 4 stomachs to process food more efficiently 

and eat what other mammals cannot process 
 

• Can bound through the woods at speeds of up 

to 36 mph (58 kmph) and are great jumpers 
 

 

• Like most mammals, deer have dichromatic 

vision, making it hard to distinguish certain colors  

 

common in archaeological sites and 

venison may have comprised as much as 

25% of the diets of Native Americans 

living in the species range. With the 

arrival of Europeans, who also came to 

rely heavily on whitetails for food and 

more, deer hides became a commodity to 

be traded for European wares.  Such trade 

grew to 85,000 skins annually in the late 

1600s and to over 500,000 in the middle 

1700s. 
 

A Dramatic Decline  

By 1800, Native Americans’ role in 

trading deer hides declined because of 

overharvesting and displacement by 

European immigrants. Market hunters 

shot deer to meet the increasing needs of 

settlers and commercial logging and 

mining operations. Following the 

American Civil War, repeating rifles 

dramatically improved the efficiency of 

market hunters. By 1900, deer 

populations through most of the species’ 

range declined to no more than 500,000. 

Deer in the US were limited to a few 

inaccessible areas in northern Maine, 

pockets of the Adirondacks, southeastern 

Massachusetts, the Ozarks, and 

undeveloped regions of the Gulf Coast 

and the Mid-Atlantic States. Market 

hunting became economically unfeasible, 

so market hunters changed livelihoods. 

 

Early Management Efforts 

Early efforts to conserve deer were 

initiated when deer became scarce around 

colonial settlements and the first 

legislative initiative on low deer densities 

occurred in Rhode Island in 1646, not in 

answer to a higher conservation ethic, but 

because the loss of deer limited the 

colony’s economic prosperity. Most other 

colonies followed suit by the mid-1700s. 

However, the laws addressed only 

hunting seasons and not harvest numbers, 

and were generally not enforced. 
 

The Path to Success 

The stark decline of deer populations 

through the 1800s motivated 

conservation-minded sportsmen to take 

action. They formed sportsmen’s groups 

dedicated to ending market hunting, the 

spring shooting of gamebirds, and poor 

enforcement of game laws. Many even 

hired game wardens. Not only did hunters 
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Figure 3: Average annual white-tailed deer (Odocoileus virginianus) harvest by jurisdiction for US and Canada 

 

 

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

establish and enforce hunting regulations 

in the case of white-tailed deer, many also 

bought or leased land on which deer 

populations could be protected or even 

propagated. At the same time, new 

publications such as American Sportsmen and 

Field and Stream supported legislation to 

limit deer harvest and to change public 

attitudes from a strictly utilitarian view of 

wildlife to a richer set of values 

celebrating the virtues of sport hunting. In 

the late 1800s, the Boone and Crockett 

Club advocated specifically on behalf of 

deer to limit controversial hunting 

methods. 
 

Scattered reintroductions of white-tailed 

deer in large areas of suitable habitat 

began in the 1870s and early introductions 

in 8 states were conducted by private 

individuals. Restoring efforts picked up in 

the early 1900s, as state game agencies 

were established. After the Pittman-

Robertson Act in 1937, restocking efforts 

expanded greatly in line with increased 

funding. Translocations of over 105,000 

white-tailed deer have been documented 

in the US since 1878, with more than 

100,000 of these occurring after 1937. 
 

An Incredible Recovery 

White-tailed deer management and 

restoration efforts were successful in 

North America and populations surged 

past 15 million in the 1970s. Today, there  

 
 

 

  

by the end of this quarter and will then 

proceed with analyses for all jurisdictions. 

Database - Economics Intern 

In late December 2017, Conservation 

Visions sought candidates with strong 

backgrounds in both data analyses and 

economics for the new position of 

Database Intern for the Wild Harvest 

Initiative®. Following a review of  

applicants, Michael Staples, a recent 

graduate from Dalhousie University with 

a B.A. and M.A. in economics, 

concentrating on health economics, was 

hired. Since January, Michael has devised 

a strategy for compiling the most relevant 

economic data for the Initiative and has 

formulated a plan for assessing the value 

of wild harvest based on the availability of 

data across jurisdictions. Michael is also 

tasked with ensuring the accuracy and 

completeness of harvest records in the 

database, as well as the defensibility of 

live, dressed, and consumable weights for 

each species. In the coming months, he 

will engage with the ongoing fish data 

compilation and related data entry. 
 

Hunter Social Sharing Index 

Over the last several weeks, we have 

finalized the questions for the project’s 

initial Wild Harvest Sharing Survey, 

which will be administered in Texas with  
 

Figure 2: Range Map for white-tailed deer 

(Odocoileus virginianus) in the US and Canada 

 

 

  

Wild Harvest Initiative® 

Database 

Jurisdictional Harvest Verification Forms 

To certify the accuracy and 

comprehensiveness of the Wild Harvest 

Initiative® we distributed Jurisdictional 

Harvest Verification Forms to all 63 

jurisdictions in November 2017.  To date, 

we have received 40 responses from 

jurisdictions.  We sent one reminder in 

January 2018 to jurisdictions that had not 

yet replied and a second reminder on 

March 1, 2018.  We hope to receive 

responses from all reporting jurisdictions 

 

 

to approximately 30 million white-tailed 

deer ranging across the US and Canada.   

Some jurisdictions today face the 

challenge of overabundance and wild 

harvest continues to play an important 

role in both conservation and 

management. 
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http://www.conservationvisions.com/wild-harvest-initiative 

including Nevada’s Department of 

Wildlife, confirmed in December, and 

Backcountry Hunters and Anglers, 

confirmed in February.  
 

Recommitted Partners 

Since January, we have been working to 

reconfirm commitments established with 

supporters in 2015-2017. This process, 

while ongoing, is proving successful.  
 

Pending Partners 

Based on discussions during convention 

season, we expect to confirm a minimum 

of 2 additional partnerships in the coming 

weeks, while positive discussions 

continue with both Arizona’s Fish and 

Game Department and Missouri’s 

Department of Conservation. 
 

Communications 

Communications Strategy 

Over the past quarter, we have 

endeavored to secure a professional 

marketing/public relations firm to 

develop and help deliver the Wild Harvest 

Initiative’s® formal communications 

strategy. We have narrowed the field to 2 

choices, once of which will be selected 

prior to the start of the next quarter. 

Work will then begin on a stand-alone 

website. 
 

In the meantime, we have updated our 

current marketing materials to reflect an 

emphasis on project relevance and 

implications. 

 

Latest Brochures: 
 

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/wytexr

1tet0bqgo/AAAKPl2BRsQpW9w-

Wrnw_Urxa?dl=0 
 

Outreach 

Conservation Visions continues to seek 

new opportunities to engage with media, 

academia, special interest groups, and the 

broad public, to increase the Wild 

Harvest Initiative’s® profile by 

showcasing not just the project, but the 

benefits of wild harvesting, in general. 

Here are some recent examples:  
 

Web links to media mentions: 
 

https://www.ammoland.com/2018/02

/elk-camp-feature-world-class-

entertainment-mahoney-zinke-film-

premieres/#axzz58VuqQZLS  
 

http://www.mlive.com/environment/i

ndex.ssf/2017/12/we_have_just_one_c

hancemore_in.html 
 

Podcasts/Radio:   
 

Greening of the Great Lakes: 

http://wkar.org/post/more-individual-

commitments-crucial-global-

sustainability-says-acclaimed-

wildlife#stream/0 
 

Bass Pro Shop’s Outdoor World Radio: 

http://dscnewscenter.org/2018/01/acc

omplished-hunters-featured-on-bass-pro-

shops-outdoor-world-radio/ 

 

 

the assistance of Texas Parks and Wildlife 

Department. This survey will quantify the 

number of recreational hunters in Texas 

who share wild harvested meat with 

friends, family, colleagues, and charities 

in order to determine how much wild 

harvested meat is shared each year in 

Texas. 
 

Hunting Data Analyses 

We are now working to calculate 

consumable weight values for less 

frequently consumed species, while 

verifying weights obtained for commonly 

consumed species. Since these data do not 

exist for all species, it is necessary to 

extrapolate information and create 

defensible equations to function across 

species and/or genus in some cases.  This 

information is imperative to analyses of 

total biomass and accurate economic 

analyses for replacement costs. We will 

continue to refine all estimates over time. 
 

Public and Private Land 

Data has been compiled to reflect public 

and private land distribution for all 63 

North American jurisdictions. These data 

will be used to determine the importance 

of land ownership with respect to wild 

harvest and are currently undergoing 

quality assurance testing. 
 

Partnership building 

New Partners 

There are currently 27 partners 

supporting the Wild Harvest Initiative®. 
 

 

http://www.conservationvisions.com/wild-harvest-initiative
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/wytexr1tet0bqgo/AAAKPl2BRsQpW9w-Wrnw_Urxa?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/wytexr1tet0bqgo/AAAKPl2BRsQpW9w-Wrnw_Urxa?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/wytexr1tet0bqgo/AAAKPl2BRsQpW9w-Wrnw_Urxa?dl=0
https://www.ammoland.com/2018/02/elk-camp-feature-world-class-entertainment-mahoney-zinke-film-premieres/#axzz58VuqQZLS
https://www.ammoland.com/2018/02/elk-camp-feature-world-class-entertainment-mahoney-zinke-film-premieres/#axzz58VuqQZLS
https://www.ammoland.com/2018/02/elk-camp-feature-world-class-entertainment-mahoney-zinke-film-premieres/#axzz58VuqQZLS
https://www.ammoland.com/2018/02/elk-camp-feature-world-class-entertainment-mahoney-zinke-film-premieres/#axzz58VuqQZLS
http://www.mlive.com/environment/index.ssf/2017/12/we_have_just_one_chancemore_in.html
http://www.mlive.com/environment/index.ssf/2017/12/we_have_just_one_chancemore_in.html
http://www.mlive.com/environment/index.ssf/2017/12/we_have_just_one_chancemore_in.html
http://wkar.org/post/more-individual-commitments-crucial-global-sustainability-says-acclaimed-wildlife#stream/0
http://wkar.org/post/more-individual-commitments-crucial-global-sustainability-says-acclaimed-wildlife#stream/0
http://wkar.org/post/more-individual-commitments-crucial-global-sustainability-says-acclaimed-wildlife#stream/0
http://wkar.org/post/more-individual-commitments-crucial-global-sustainability-says-acclaimed-wildlife#stream/0
http://dscnewscenter.org/2018/01/accomplished-hunters-featured-on-bass-pro-shops-outdoor-world-radio/
http://dscnewscenter.org/2018/01/accomplished-hunters-featured-on-bass-pro-shops-outdoor-world-radio/
http://dscnewscenter.org/2018/01/accomplished-hunters-featured-on-bass-pro-shops-outdoor-world-radio/
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  Leupold’s Hunt Talk Radio: 

https://player.fm/series/hunt-talk-

radio-randy-newberg-unfiltered-hunting-

conservation-politics-tactics/ep077-

shane-mahoney-on-the-hunters-

permission-to-speak 
 

Videos: 

 

Hunting’s Ecological Benefits: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z

cgRmQRm7LY 
 

The Empathy We Share: 

https://www.facebook.com/ShaneMah

oneyConservationist/videos/850986058

421489/ 

  

 

https://player.fm/series/hunt-talk-radio-randy-newberg-unfiltered-hunting-conservation-politics-tactics/ep077-shane-mahoney-on-the-hunters-permission-to-speak
https://player.fm/series/hunt-talk-radio-randy-newberg-unfiltered-hunting-conservation-politics-tactics/ep077-shane-mahoney-on-the-hunters-permission-to-speak
https://player.fm/series/hunt-talk-radio-randy-newberg-unfiltered-hunting-conservation-politics-tactics/ep077-shane-mahoney-on-the-hunters-permission-to-speak
https://player.fm/series/hunt-talk-radio-randy-newberg-unfiltered-hunting-conservation-politics-tactics/ep077-shane-mahoney-on-the-hunters-permission-to-speak
https://player.fm/series/hunt-talk-radio-randy-newberg-unfiltered-hunting-conservation-politics-tactics/ep077-shane-mahoney-on-the-hunters-permission-to-speak
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZcgRmQRm7LY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZcgRmQRm7LY
https://www.facebook.com/ShaneMahoneyConservationist/videos/850986058421489/
https://www.facebook.com/ShaneMahoneyConservationist/videos/850986058421489/
https://www.facebook.com/ShaneMahoneyConservationist/videos/850986058421489/
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The Wild Harvest Initiative® partner roster 
 

           

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

  

“The harvest of wild resources takes many forms…but few can match the conservation 
achievements of our North American hunting and angling traditions.” 

 

~ Shane Mahoney 


